Verona Lacrosse Club – Youth (Boys / Girls)
BULLRUSH VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
(Unless stated otherwise, all Bullrush positions are credited at 1.5 times the hours worked,
i.e., 2 hours worked contributes toward 3 hours of volunteer requirements for a player)

General Positions:








Tournament Set-Up/Take-Down. Multiple positions and multiple timeslots. Assist with set-up for
Bullrush tournament. Potential tasks include helping to move items from the equipment shed to the
applicable fields, helping to get equipment, tables, chairs onto the field for the games, review
equipment bins to insure adequate supplies, replenish bins for games on day 2, help return
equipment/supplies to the Shed.
Registration Table. Help volunteers and teams check-in. Answer questions as needed.
Youth Bullrush Volunteer Coordinator (fulfills volunteer requirements all players). One position.
Work with Youth Volunteer Coordinator and Team Parents on the coordination of youth game
volunteers for Bullrush. Assist in reminders and coordinating of schedules.
Concession Helpers (one volunteer credit for each hour worked). Help with concessions.
Reserved for JV parents.
Bullrush Helper. Just an extra set of hands to fill in where needed either on the fields or in
concessions.

Game-Related Positions:








Game Timer. and Penalty Timer. This individual will sit on the sidelines at a table, and run a clock
timer. Time will need to be stopped as directed by the officials. The individual will also yell out
remaining times near the end of the period, and keep track of the timing of penalties.
Scorekeeper. This individual will sit on the sidelines at a table. This individual will record goals,
assists and penalties on a score sheet. This individual will also record other notable incidents
during the game, and provide the final outcome/score to the Game Field Director.
Game Director. This individual is the point of contact for the Verona LAX Club for all game-related
situations. Responsibilities include: starting games on time; ensure games are running smoothly;
consistent tournament rule interpretations; consistent time keeping; keeping the field in good
condition; ensuring the goals are in the right locations; and endline balls are in place; and for
updating the booth with the game outcomes/scores.. Any significant issues that arise should be
directed to the Tournament director.
Game Extra. For championship game, this is an extra person who will oversee the game-related
positions. Must have sufficient experience.

